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if my body is a temple...  

If my body is a temple 
Then my mom's is the Parthenon 
Left to burn by those invading 
Her soldiers have abandoned her 
Leaving nothing but skin as defense 
 
And in these times the enemy is everywhere 
Razing temples and leaving sword notches inside 
The virus rages through our planet 
Holding us hostage in our homes 
And in our fears 
 
We wear gloves and masks 
We stay six feet away 
We avoid all contact 
Less we start to decay 
 
This virus is black ink 
And once it touches the paper of our bodies 
It spreads, slowly dying it inky dark 
Until we are covered in shadow 
Mercifully, white painted warriors inhabit our bodies 
They dilute the darkness 
Turning it a murky gray 
Our white knights persist 
And the hues battle until 
One prevails 
 
However, my mom cannot construct these light knights 
Yes, my mom has no antibodies 
The words Immune Deficiency hold so much emotion 
So much meaning 
They mean that every three weeks 
My mom gets white infused into her veins 
But for every thousand of my soldiers, 
My mom has a hundred 
And this losing battle 
Makes us all too aware of our own mortality 
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Mortality 
Our ability to die 
My mom could die 
This thought is paralyzing 
Horrifying and chilling 
This is the terrifying reality 
Of high-risk people and loved ones alike 
 
My mom cannot step foot outside 
For fear that someone will allow a drop of ink 
To spill onto her 
For fear that these temples that can withstand the onslaught 
Will pass their invaders onto her 
 
We cannot be in the elevator with others 
We cannot eat out because it requires demasking 
We cannot go to crowded areas 
Or places where people don't have masks on 
We cannot bring our bodies or items into the house 
Without rigorous sanitization 
We cannot, we cannot, we cannot 
 
There is so much we cannot do 
And I feel so frustrated and helpless 
Because bringing this virus down 
Has to be a joint effort with the entire world 
But you can't control everything 
And sometimes things don't happen the way they are supposed to 
Some don't feel the chill run down their spine 
At the thought of the virus 
Some don't understand the fear 
 
So at the very least 
I hope this poem 
Helps people to understand why 
Why we must work together 
To run out the invaders 
To banish the darkness 
 
If our bodies are temples 
Then let's keep them sacred 
Together 
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